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Everything starts at XERO

XERO is the innovation industry leader of linear LED lighting systems, with technological developments from the simplicity 
of installation, to unsurpassed product performance backed by the most comprehensive warranty. 

In this document you’ll learn about our key technologies that are interlaced throughout the DNA of our products. 
This insight will help you understand why XERO is clearly the technological choice for the lighting professional. 
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company background
The XERO Lighting Group is a company specialising in designing, manufacturing & distributing linear lighting, its 
core management team of 10 has collectively, over 300 years relevant, hands on experience in the industry. They 
have also been directly responsible for over 1,000 high-end, linear lighting installations globally.
At the very heart of the XERO Lighting Group’s reason for being is a focus on design. Irksome product idiosyncrasies 
that have traditionally been tolerated by both manufacturers and their customers have been eliminated. New think-
ing and a refusal to accept anything that isn’t as good as it should be has enabled the XERO Lighting Group to 
create a range of linear lighting products and delivery systems superior to anything currently on the market.

It has also lead to the company owning a number of global patents

For example, light leakage from extrusion joints has, forever, been deemed a consequence of the product type. The 
XERO Lighting Group however has been able, through the application of great design, to overcome this problem.

It all comes down to understanding, through experience, what the existing rules are, then breaking them.

Managing Director and Founder of the XERO Lighting Group Edwin Sargeant put it this way, “Our primary vision is 
to create an international standard in the supply of quality bespoke linear luminaires to sell to the world, and we are 
doing just that.”

Operating in the middle to upper market the XERO Lighting Group manufactures high volumes to specification. 
The unashamed intention is to be the largest linear lighting company in the world.

Initially, the XERO Lighting Group will concentrate on project-based business supplying custom designed lighting. 
“The ability to tailor solutions for specific installations provides the XERO Lighting Group with a significant competi-
tive advantage.” Says Mr Sargeant.
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vision mission values
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vision | mission | values
VISION
For years, linear lighting was looked upon as being a niche comodity illumination product.
At Xero we continue to develop new technologies, new products on a regular basis. Linear lighting is now 
used to define commercial, industrial and infrastructure areas that provides superior LED lighting energy, 
audio, visual etc that influence our moods, improve security and transfer information. 
The possibilities are limited only by our imaginations.

MISSION
Redesigning the future of linear lighting    

VALUES
We are committed to delivering the most innovative effective linear lighting solutions to the world
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structure and facilities
above image: 10m 5 axis CNC Router
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structure and facilities
The XERO Lighting Group operate in all states of Australia, New Zealand, parts of South East Asia, UK, Europe, 
Canada and the US.
The XERO Lighting Group employs 30 – 50 staff in Australia and over 100 people around the world.

Manufacturing:

The XERO Lighting Group owns manufacturing facilities in Australia, USA and Malaysia all producing the same 
product range. It can therefore offer customers a bespoke supply chain based on their global location.

Capabilities:

The XERO Lighting Group has the design talent, engineering expertise and manufacturing capacity to deliver 
large, complex projects using the latest technological componentry. Their proven capabilities and experience 
in supplying linear lighting systems across a range of industry sectors over many years means that XERO 
Linear Lighting Systems luminaires can be specified with confidence.
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The XERO Lighting Group is a company specialising in designing, manufacturing & distributing linear lighting, its 
core management team of 10 has collectively, over 300 years relevant, hands on experience in the industry. They 
have also been directly responsible for over 1,000 high-end, linear lighting installations globally.
At the very heart of the XERO Lighting Group’s reason for being is a focus on design. Irksome product idiosyncrasies 
that have traditionally been tolerated by both manufacturers and their customers have been eliminated. New think-
ing and a refusal to accept anything that isn’t as good as it should be has enabled the XERO Lighting Group to 
create a range of linear lighting products and delivery systems superior to anything currently on the market.

It has also lead to the company owning a number of global patents

For example, light leakage from extrusion joints has, forever, been deemed a consequence of the product type. The 
XERO Lighting Group however has been able, through the application of great design, to overcome this problem.

It all comes down to understanding, through experience, what the existing rules are, then breaking them.

Managing Director and Founder of the XERO Lighting Group Edwin Sargeant put it this way, “Our primary vision is 
to create an international standard in the supply of quality bespoke linear luminaires to sell to the world, and we are 
doing just that.”

Operating in the middle to upper market the XERO Lighting Group manufactures high volumes to specification. 
The unashamed intention is to be the largest linear lighting company in the world.

Initially, the XERO Lighting Group will concentrate on project-based business supplying custom designed lighting. 
“The ability to tailor solutions for specific installations provides the XERO Lighting Group with a significant competi-
tive advantage.” Says Mr Sargeant.
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progressive technologies
Lumiseal – a complete light leak free system that incorporates –

• Speed connect – a fast easy to assemble tool-less joining system that minimizes time and labor.

• Conseal – a patented end plate system with hidden gaskets in all IP versions.

• Rollerball - The smart suspension system that can be mounted on any surface, whether a flat or sloped ceiling,

Xconfigurator - allowing you to design and build your customised lighting system.
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Incredible LED performance
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The XERO Lighting Group operate in all states of Australia, New Zealand, parts of South East Asia, UK, Europe, 
Canada and the US.
The XERO Lighting Group employs 30 – 50 staff in Australia and over 100 people around the world.

Manufacturing:

The XERO Lighting Group owns manufacturing facilities in Australia, USA and Malaysia all producing the same 
product range. It can therefore offer customers a bespoke supply chain based on their global location.

Capabilities:

The XERO Lighting Group has the design talent, engineering expertise and manufacturing capacity to deliver 
large, complex projects using the latest technological componentry. Their proven capabilities and experience 
in supplying linear lighting systems across a range of industry sectors over many years means that XERO 
Linear Lighting Systems luminaires can be specified with confidence.

linear light engines
LED technology has rapidly advanced over the last decade with criteria of quality & quantity of light, efficiency, 
life and cost. The XERAMIX™ philosophy is targeting performance well within nominal specification to create 
luminaires in a class of their own.

Multi configuration arrays
Xeramix light engines are available in 25mm, 100mm, 280mm and 560 lengths. These lengths derive from 
Xero’s linear fixture algorithm, resulting in the abiity to manufacture any luminaire length within 1mm incre-
ments.

Drive current dipswitch
A simple switch configures the total luminaire wattage, lumen output and efficiency without the need to 
change components. Xeramix light engines have been engineered to support the broad range of drive cur-
rents.

Constant pitch, uniform light
LED pitch is maintained across multiple gear trays, creating a uniform ‘dot free’ appearance on the diffuser 
for a highly desirable, continuous ‘ribbon of light’.

L90 B10 114,000 hours @ 50*C
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con-seal
system 
Linear lighting perfection has been 
realised, introducing patented 
Con-Seal™. The typical industry 
‘extrusion + flat end plate’ has 
been superseded by our precision 
engineered endcap, complete 
with ‘magnetic snap’ cover plate 
that’s nothing short of impressive.
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This truly unique innovation adopts 
our revolutionary cam lock for 
quick and simple ‘single person’ 
installation. The system is also 
‘future proofed’ by having the 
ability to easily upgrade as LED 
technology rapidly advances.

1. Tool-less installation
The ease of speed without screws,
tools or lost components whilst
also avoiding accidental damage
potentially caused by screwdrivers.

2. Cam lock
Ingenious patented locking cam
allows for ease of installing and
removing the complete gear tray.
This allows for both simple mainte-
nance but also upgrading in the
future.

axis 
removable
gear tray 

1. 

2.
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rollerball
system 
The smart suspension system 
that can be mounted on any 
surface, whether a flat or sloped 
ceiling, or even a wall. Height 
adjustment is done at the lumi-
naire for fine tuning close to the 
ground. The flexibility of lumi-
naire location allows complete 
freedom of lighting design.
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Xconfigurator 
The Xero Configurator allows you to design 
and build your customised lighting system. 
To ensure that your profile specifically caters 
to your project application follow the simple 
8 step build process to obtain your unique 
DNA code. Select your profile, choose your 
colour, length, gear tray, output, colour 
temperature, mounting requirement and 
choose from the selection of extras.
The X-configurator creates a custom IES file 
based on your configuration along with a 
project specific Data sheet that allows you to 
cut and paste the specification text right into 
your spec document and a link back to the 
configurator should alterations be required.

The X-Configurator can be accessed at

http://xconfigurator.xerolighting.com
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Xero Linear Lighting Systems introduces the Xero Technology 
Advanced (XTA) series.
XTA brings together the best available technology for any linear 
lighting system.

This includes ‘lumiSEAL’ a complete light leak free system that 
incorpo-rates ‘ConSEAL’ a patented end plate with hidden 
gaskets in all IP versions and ‘Speed-Connect’ a fast easy to 
assemble tool-less joining system that minimises installation 
time and additional skilled labour.

The technologically advanced XTA series also includes ‘AXIS’ a 
unique gear tray system that is completely upgradable and 
removable allowing, LED components to be easily accessed for 
end of life replacement, upgrade or maintenance. Axis gear 
trays have a camm-latch that is the fastest in the industry to 
remove and requires no tools.

The XTA series uses Xero’s exclusive boards and drivers - 
‘Xeramix - one’ that has unmatched colour quality throughout 
life includes combined HE / HO board with 114k hour life to L90 
B10. Optional ‘Xeramix R’ available with 15 year warranty, 1M 
hours at L70 B10. All XTA profiles are incrementally length 
adjustable by 1mm increments.

UL / CE / AUS/NZS standards approved Universal 120-277v input, 
site selectable drive current for variable output ‘on-the-fly’. 
Partner this with the high end details such as laser etched CNC 
machined end plates, micro prism diffuser with UGR19 and 
high LOR, white optic louvres and dot free diffusion options and 
excellent thermal tolerance.

All this and an industry leading 10 Year Warranty unsurpassed 
by any linear lighting company

XERO is truly linear lighting redesigned

Xero’s Quickship 2 week lead time available for select products 
in the XTA series
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1.5 | series

XTA | 1.5 Recessed XTA | 1.5 Slot XTA | 1.5 Square

68mm

40mm

70mm

40mm
54mm inc flange

44mm

40mm

XTA | 1.5 Beam XTA | 1.5 Recessed XTA | 1.5 Slot XTA | 1.5 Square

104mm

40mm

68mm

40mm

70mm

40mm
54mm inc flange

44mm

40mm
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XTA | 2.0 Beam XTA | 2.0 Recessed XTA | 2.0 Slot XTA | 2.0 Square

XTA | 2.0 Beam XTA | 2.0 Recessed XTA | 2.0 Slot XTA | 2.0 Square

91mm

60mm

91mm

60mm

75mm

50mm
73mm inc flange

65mm

60mm

91mm

60mm

91mm

60mm

75mm

50mm
73mm inc flange

65mm

60mm

2.0 | series
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XTA | 3.0 Beam XTA | 3.0 Recessed XTA | 3.0 Slot XTA | 3.0 Square

XTA | 3.0 Beam XTA | 3.0 Recessed XTA | 3.0 Slot XTA | 3.0 Square

XTA | 3.0 Square DI 

XTA | 3.0 Square DI

150mm

80mm

115mm

80mm

80mm

72mm
92mm inc flange

80mm

80mm

87mm

80mm

150mm

80mm

115mm

80mm

80mm

72mm
92mm inc flange

80mm

80mm

87mm

80mm

3.0 | series
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Xero Linear Lighting Systems introduces the Xero 
Technology Economy (XTE) bringing together the best 
available technology for all Budget driven installations.

Features include -

'Samsung' LED light engines with unmatched colour 
quality throughout life includes HE and HO board 
options with 50k hour life to L70
UL / CE / AUS/NZS standards approved  
Universal 120-277v input, site selectable drive current 
for variable output ‘on-the-fly’.
35˚C ambient temperature rated
Axis removable gear tray system
Unlit bends and joiners available
The XTE series includes an industry leading 7 Year 
Warranty – unmatched at this price point.
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65mm

60mm

2.0 & 3.0 | series
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statement of 
origin 
Design & Specifcation, and QA standards: 
Australia 

Country of Origin: 
Australia

Assembly of LED: 
Italy

Optics / Diffuser: 
Australia

Extrusions: 
Australia

LED Drivers:
Italy

Final Assembly of all fixtures: 
Australia
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AUSTRALIA                NEW ZEALAND                MALAYSIA                HONG KONG               UNITED KINGDOM                UNITED STATES

For more information please contact Xero Linear Lighting Systems by going to xerolighting.com/contacts to finf your local representative or distributor

or email us at    E: lights@xerolighting.com    P: +61 2 8599 9788

 

 




